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Analyze CS Enterprise
Build knowledge and share intelligence
Griffeye’s Analyze Collaboration Server Enterprise provides a central database and
comprehensive toolkit for effectively processing and analyzing massive volumes of
data. This highly structured, quality-controlled repository enables files to be easily
accessed across an organization and extracted with ease in new investigations.
With the number of image and video files at an all-time high, CS Enterprise helps
investigative teams convert this information into a valuable, actionable intelligence.

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR
TEAM AND CRACK THE CASE

ACCUMULATE KNOWLEDGE
OVER TIME

A streamlined interface assists in the
visualization and review of digital
material, while advanced algorithms take
care of the tasks that used to be dealt
with manually.
• Pre-categorize and prioritize
information
• Stack duplicates and filter out
non-relevant material
• Detect and highlight critical clues
• Identify relationships

Stored knowledge becomes an asset for
the future and can be used by new
people on their first day. It also means
that knowledge remains in an
organization when individuals leave.

DRIVE LONG-TERM INVESTIGATIONS
AND COLLABORATIVE WORK

Automation gives your team the leg up
on massive volumes of digital media.
Investigations that used to take months,
even years, can now be wrapped up in
hours or days.

• Multiple users gain access to a unified
database, where they can build on each
other’s intelligence work
• Data from past investigations is stored
and easily retrieved for use in current
investigations
• Information from other systems is easily
migrated over, as well as exported for
easy sharing
• User access control and extensive audit
logs create a secure environment for
collaboration

MANAGE AND ORGANIZE WITH EASE

The dashboard view provides an easy
overview of the information and
collaborative efforts.
SEE QUICKER PROGRESS
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ORGANIZATION

Multiple cases. Multiple users.
CS Enterprise is ideal for large agencies
and organizations that collaborate
across borders. A powerful media
management server provides ongoing
access to all relevant media collected.

MYGRIFFEYE USER PORTAL
MyGriffeye User Portal is the gateway to a large and active
community of users, developers and other stakeholders. You can
exchange advice with your fellow Griffeye users, provide
feedback on the platform and take advantage of a vast number
of community-generated plug-ins.

ANALYZE FORENSIC MARKETPLACE
An extensive digital marketplace gives you access to valuable
apps developed by Griffeye and by third-party developers –
allowing you to add new functionality as your needs change.

ENTITY MANAGEMENT
Available as a module within Analyze CS Enterprise,
Entity Management is a tool for detecting and tracing entities
(such as persons, vehicles, organizations, objects) across your
file database. Entities can be linked automatically or manually,
which helps map relationships and highlight critical clues.

CONTACT US ABOUT CS ENTERPRISE

Get in touch with us for details about purchasing and
implementing Analyze CS Enterprize.
griffeye.com/contact-sales.
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